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From the concert stage to the dressing room, from the recording studio to the digital realm,
SPIN surveys the modern musical landscape and the culture around it with authoritative
reporting, provocative interviews, and a discerning critical ear. With dynamic photography, bold
graphic design, and informed irreverence, the pages of SPIN pulsate with the energy of today's
most innovative sounds. Whether covering what's new or what's next, SPIN is your monthly
VIP pass to all that rocks.
This book examines the works of the political poets John Greenleaf Whittier and Ebenezer
Elliott, drawing comparisons to contemporary hip hoppers who take their words from local
newspapers and other discursive sources that they read, hear, and observe. Its focus on
language as unbounded discourse makes this book a relevant and insightful demonstration in
democratic pedagogy and in teaching for transformation.
The 1984–5 Miners’ Strike was one of the most important political events in British history. It
was a bitter dispute that polarised public opinion, divided nation and families alike, and the
results in terms of the destruction of centuries of industrial and cultural tradition are still keenly
felt. The social and political consequences of this dispute, which have resonated for the past
quarter century, have been subject to detailed analysis and reflection. The consequences for
the arts and popular culture are less clearly mapped. This book attempts to begin to redress
this imbalance and signal the importance of popular cultural activity both during and after the
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strike. The essays that appear in this book represent diverse and multidisciplinary responses to
the questions raised by the strike and its relationships to a broad range of cultural forms which
include literature, film, photography, music, theatre, television drama and documentary,
painting, public art and heritage interventions. These responses are organised around four
themes that map the interrelatedness between cultural representation, cultural intervention and
historical memory. The first deals with the idea of mining culture and pre-strike representations
in popular sentiment, film and literature. The second examines the role cultural forms played
directly in the context of the strike, as a means of political commentary, activism and fund
raising. The third looks at subsequent cultural renderings or reconstructions of the strike and
the final section looks at the current process of memorialisation and commemoration. The book
draws together a range of voices from academia, heritage, cultural and mining backgrounds,
and offers both a historical perspective on the range of cultural activities in the course of the
dispute and subsequent readings and re-readings. It aims both to provide a record of cultural
intervention and stimulate new dialogues and perspectives.
The popularization and cult-like following of electronic music has provoked new relations
between men and machines, art and technology, and modern shamans and disc jockeys. New
technologies and multimedia tools have awakened neo-ritual practices through the emergence
of Psychedelic Trance parties, evoking tribal experiences inspired by a new shamanism,
mediated by high-tech guide elements. Exploring Psychedelic Trance and Electronic Dance
Music in Modern Culture investigates the expansive scope of Electronic Music Dance Culture
(EMDC), the rise of Psychedelic Trance culture, and their relationship with new digital
platforms. Drawing from perspectives in sociology, anthropology, psychology, aesthetics and
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the arts, religious studies, information technologies, multimedia communication, shamanism,
and ritualism, this book analyzes the impact of new technologies on individual and collective
behaviors in cyberspace. This innovative reference source is ideal for use by academicians,
researchers, upper-level students, practitioners, and theorists. Focusing on a variety of topics
relating to sub-cultures, human behavior, and popular culture, this title features timely research
on alternative culture, electronic music festivals, ethnography, music and religion, psychedelic
drugs, Psytrance, rave culture, and trance parties.
This edited book provides ready-to-use engaging curriculum units for an integrated approach
to teaching English language arts and U.S. history in grades 4-12. The purpose is to promote
social justice and activism while building critical literacies students need in the 21st Century.
Through implementing the curriculum units in this book, teachers and students can challenge
inequities and promote activism. A central goal of this project is to represent and empower
marginalized students. The traditional curriculum presents one view, one story as the only
story, and one people as the norm. This book intentionally centers the experiences of Black,
Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) and other marginalized communities. In addition to
expanding the curriculum to include all people, educating students about issues of injustice in
the U.S. will enable them to enact change. Additionally, this book serves to educate all
students by exposure to central issues in past and present society. By creating space for a
multicultural perspective, this curriculum may reduce the friction that occurs when encountering
those whose lived experiences and perspectives do not align with one's own. By educating
students about the privileges they have not examined, teachers can foster empathy and
empower allies.
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Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and
their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to
be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
"A lavishly illustrated history of American dance; covers more than four centuries, from Native
American ceremonial dances to the early 21st century; written by journalist and dancer
Margaret Fuhrer"-From Morrissey and Nick Cave to The Streets and Kanye West, this is the book that explores
the links between hip-hop and rock. Reynolds has focused on two strands: white alternative
rock and black street music. He's identified the strange dance of white bohemian rock and
black culture, how they come together at various points and then go their own way. Through
interviews he has carried out as a top music journalist for the last twenty years, Reynolds is
here able to tell a story of musical rivalry which noone has told before. The approach is similar
to Rip It Up and Start Again: a cultural history told through the music we love and the stars and
movements that have shaped the world we live in.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United
States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record
began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates
and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
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mobile entertainment issues and trends.
A Companion to American Indie Film features a comprehensive collection of newly
commissioned essays that represent a state-of-the-art resource for understanding key aspects
of the field of indie films produced in the United States. Takes a comprehensive and fresh new
look at the topic of American indie film Features newly commissioned essays from top film
experts and emerging scholars that represent the state-of-the-art reference to the indie film
field Topics covered include: indie film culture; key historical moments and movements in indie
film history; relationships between indie film and other indie media; and issues including class,
gender, regional identity and stardom in in the indie field Includes studies of many types of
indie films and film genres, along with various filmmakers and performers that have come to
define the field
Bring the Noise20 Years of Writing about Hip Rock and Hip HopFaber & Faber
Authorship Roles in Popular Music applies the critical concept of auteur theory to popular
music via different aspects of production and creativity. Through critical analysis of the music
itself, this book contextualizes key concepts of authorship relating to gender, race, technology,
originality, uniqueness, and genius and raises important questions about the cultural
constructions of authenticity, value, class, nationality, and genre. Using a range of case studies
as examples, it visits areas as diverse as studio production, composition, DJing, collaboration,
performance and audience. This book is an essential introduction to the critical issues and
debates surrounding authorship in popular music. It is an ideal resource for students,
researchers, and scholars in popular musicology and cultural studies.
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from postpunk to showgaze and beyond.
This book provides a critical academic evaluation of the ‘music city’ as a form of urban
cultural policy that has been keenly adopted in policy circles across the globe, but which as yet
has only been subject to limited empirical and conceptual interrogation. With a particular focus
on heritage, planning, tourism and regulatory measures, this book explores how local
geographical, social and economic contexts and particularities shape the nature of music city
policies (or lack thereof) in particular cities. The book broadens academic interrogation of
music cities to include cities as diverse as San Francisco, Liverpool, Chennai, Havana, San
Juan, Birmingham and Southampton. Contributors include both academic and professional
practitioners and, consequently, this book represents one of the most diverse attempts yet to
critically engage with music cities as a global cultural policy concept.
African Americans' historical roots are encapsulated in the lyrics, melodies, and rhythms of
their music. In the 18th and 19th centuries, African slaves, longing for emancipation, expressed
their hopes and dreams through spirituals. Inspired by African civilization and culture, as well
as religion, art, literature, and social issues, this influential, joyous, tragic, uplifting, challenging,
and enduring music evolved into many diverse genres, including jazz, blues, rock and roll,
soul, swing, and hip hop. Providing a lyrical history of our nation, this groundbreaking
encyclopedia, the first of its kind, showcases all facets of African American music including
folk, religious, concert and popular styles. Over 500 in-depth entries by more than 100 scholars
on a vast range of topics such as genres, styles, individuals, groups, and collectives as well as
historical topics such as music of the Harlem Renaissance, the Black Arts Movement, the Civil
Rights Movement, and numerous others. Offering balanced representation of key individuals,
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groups, and ensembles associated with diverse religious beliefs, political affiliations, and other
perspectives not usually approached, this indispensable reference illuminates the profound
role that African American music has played in American cultural history. Editors Price,
Kernodle, and Maxile provide balanced representation of various individuals, groups and
ensembles associated with diverse religious beliefs, political affiliations, and perspectives. Also
highlighted are the major record labels, institutions of higher learning, and various cultural
venues that have had a tremendous impact on the development and preservation of African
American music. Among the featured: Motown Records, Black Swan Records, Fisk University,
Gospel Music Workshop of America, The Cotton Club, Center for Black Music Research, and
more. With a broad scope, substantial entries, current coverage, and special attention to
historical, political, and social contexts, this encyclopedia is designed specifically for high
school and undergraduate students. Academic and public libraries will treasure this resource
as an incomparable guide to our nation's African American heritage.
Simon Reynolds provides the classic, definitive guide to house and dance music culture.
'Energy Flash' is fully-updated to cover the major changes in the last ten years of dance. From
trance to 2step, microhouse to grime, electro to dubstep, Reynolds tracks the scenes and
sounds that have kept electronic music at the vanguard of pop culture.
Christopher R. Weingarten provides a thrilling account of how the Bomb Squad produced such
a singular-sounding record: engineering, sampling, scratching, constructing, deconstructing,
reconstructing - even occasionally stomping on vinyl that sounded too clean. Using production
techniques that have never been duplicated, the Bomb Squad plundered and reconfigured
their own compositions to make frenetic splatter collages; they played samples by hand
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together in a room like a rock band to create a "not quite right" tension; they hand-picked their
samples from only the ugliest squawks and sirens. Weingarten treats the samples used on
Nation Of Millions as molecules of a greater whole, slivers of music that retain their own secret
histories and folk traditions. Can the essence of a hip-hop record be found in the motives,
emotions and energies of the artists it samples? Is it likely that something an artist intended 20
years ago would re-emerge anew? This is a compelling and thoroughly researched
investigation that tells the story of one of hip-hop's landmark albums.

From the author of the bestselling postpunk history Rip It Up and Start Again
comes Totally Wired, a companion book of conversations with the brilliant minds
who made the late seventies and early eighties such a creative era for radical
music and alternative culture. Totally Wired features thirty-two interviews with
postpunk's most innovative musicians and colourful personalities - Ari Up, Jah
Wobble, David Byrne, Green Gartside, Lydia Lunch, Edwyn Collins - as well as
other movers and shakers of the period: label bosses and managers like Anthony
H. Wilson and Bill Drummond, record producers such as Trevor Horn and Martin
Rushent, and influential DJs and journalists like John Peel and Paul Morley.
Crackling with argument and anecdote, the conversations in Totally Wired bring a
rich human dimension to the postpunk story chronicled in the critically acclaimed
Rip It Up. We get to follow these exceptional (and often eccentric) characters
from their earliest days through the glory and sometimes disaster of their musical
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adventures to what they went on to do after postpunk. We gain a vivid sense of
individuals struggling against the odds to make their world as interesting as
possible, in the process leaving a legacy of artistic ambition and provocation that
reverberates to this day. Along with the interviews, Totally Wired also includes a
bonus 'overviews' section: further reflections by Simon Reynolds on postpunk's
key icons and crucial scenes, including John Lydon and Public Image Ltd, Ian
Curtis and Joy Division, art school conceptualists and proto-postpunkers Brian
Eno and Malcolm McLaren, and the lineage of glam grotesquerie running from
Siouxsie & The Banshees to the New Romantics to Leigh Bowery. Buzzing with
ideas and insights, Totally Wired is an absolute mind rush.
For more than three decades, a punk underground has repeatedly insisted that
'anyone can do it'. This underground punk movement has evolved via several
micro-traditions, each offering distinct and novel presentations of what punk is,
isn't, or should be. Underlying all these punk micro-traditions is a politics of
empowerment that claims to be anarchistic in character, in the sense that it is
contingent upon a spontaneous will to liberty (anyone can do it - in theory). How
valid, though, is punk's faith in anarchistic empowerment? Exploring theories
from Derrida and Marx, Anyone Can Do It: Empowerment, Tradition and the
Punk Underground examines the cultural history and politics of punk. In its
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political resistance, punk bears an ideological relationship to the folk movement,
but punk's faith in novelty and spontaneous liberty distinguish it from folk: where
punk's traditions, from the 1970s onwards, have tended to search for an
anarchistic 'new-sense', folk singers have more often been socialist/Marxist
traditionalists, especially during the 1950s and 60s. Detailed case studies show
the continuities and differences between four micro-traditions of punk: anarchopunk, cutie/'C86', riot grrrl and math rock, thus surveying UK and US punkrelated scenes of the 1980s, 1990s and beyond.
This accessible Introduction explores both mainstream and experimental
electronic music and includes many suggestions for further reading and listening.
Is There Life After Death? For many, death is terrifying. We try to live as long as
possible while hoping that science will soon find a way to allow us to live, if not
forever, then at least a very long time. Whether we deny our mortality though
literal or symbolic immortality or try to turn death into something benign, our
attempts fail us. But what if the real solution is not in denying death’s reality, but
in acknowledging it while enjoying a hope for a wonderful forever? Clay Jones, a
professor of Christian apologetics, explores the ways people face death and how
these “immortality projects” are unsuccessful, even destructive. Along the way,
he points to the hope of the only true immortality available to all—the truth that
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God already offers a path to our hearts’ deepest longing: glorious resurrection to
eternal life.
This handbook provides a cross-section of the most field-defining topics and
debates in the field of computer music today. From music cognition to pedagogy,
it situates computer music in the broad context of its creation and performance
across the full range of issues that crop up in discourse in the field.
"Music journalist Andrew Earles provides a rundown of 500 landmark albums
recorded and released by bands of the indie rock genre"-Musical Rhythm in the Age of Digital Reproduction presents new insights into the
study of musical rhythm through investigations of the micro-rhythmic design of
groove-based music. The main purpose of the book is to investigate how
technological mediation - in the age of digital music production tools - has
influenced the design of rhythm at the micro level. Through close readings of
technology-driven popular music genres, such as contemporary R&B, hip-hop,
trip-hop, electro-pop, electronica, house and techno, as well as played folk music
styles, the book sheds light on how investigations of the musical-temporal
relationships of groove-based musics might be fruitfully pursued, in particular with
regard to their micro-rhythmic features. This book is based on contributions to the
project Rhythm in the Age of Digital Reproduction (RADR), a five-year research
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project running from 2004 to 2009 that was funded by the Norwegian Research
Council.
Catalogus bij een tentoonstelling over de relatie tussen rockmuziek en
avantgardistische kunst sinds de zestiger jaren.
"After the blast, Kurt Cobain's body slumped. Next to his corpse lay a piece of
paper with his last words. At the time the bullet seared his head, Cobain was a
rock star, his grizzled face graced the covers of slick music industry magazines,
his songs received mainstream radio play, his band Nirvana performed in huge
arenas. But he had been thinking an awful lot about what he called the "punk
rock world" that saved his life during his teen years and that he had subsequently
abandoned for stardom. He first encountered this world in the summer of 1983, at
a free show the Melvins held in a Thriftway parking lot. After hearing the guttural
sounds and watching kids dance by slamming against one another, he ran home
and wrote in his journal: "This was what I was looking for," underlined twice. As
he dove into this world, he recognized its blistering music played in odd venues,
but also a wider array of creativity, like self-made zines, poetry, fiction, movies,
artwork on flyers and record jackets, and even politics. This too: how all of these
things opened up spaces for ideas and arguments. Now in his suicide note he
reflected on his "punk rock 101 courses," where he learned "ethics involved with
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independence and the embracement of your community."2 There are people who
can recount where they were when Cobain's suicide became news. I was in
Ithaca, NY, finishing up my dissertation... but my mind immediately hurled
backwards to growing up in Washington, D.C.'s "metropolitan area" (euphemism
for suburban sprawl). I started to remember the first time I entered this "punk rock
world." Around a year or two before Cobain went to the Thriftway parking lot, I
opened the doors of the Chancery, a small club in Washington, D.C., and
witnessed a tiny little stage, maybe a foot and a half off the ground. Suddenly, a
small kid about my age (fifteen), his hair bleached into a shade of white that
glowed in the lights, jumped up. I remember it being brighter than expected
(unlike my earlier, wee-boy experiences in darkened, cavernous arenas where
bands like Kiss or Cheap Trick would play to me and thousands of stoned
audience members). This kid with the blond hair might have said something, I
don't remember, what I recall is that his band broke into the fastest, most vicious
sounding music I had ever heard. Suddenly bodies started flying through the air,
young men (mostly) propelling themselves off the ground into the space between
one another, flailing their arms, skin smacking skin. Control was lost, for when a
body moved in one direction, another body collided into its path. When someone
fell over, another would pick him up. The bodies got pushed onto the stage,
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making it hard to differentiate performer from audience member. At one moment
it appeared the singer had been tackled by a clump of kids, and he seemed to
smile. Sometimes, I could even make out what the fifteen-year old was shouting,
especially, "I'm going to make their society bleed!" Overwhelmed, I rushed
outside to clear my head"-Copyright: a4adb29451b9b53198e9970bc66936dc
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